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1. Introduction. Transformations of the basic series giv have been

studied by Bailey [2], Sears [3], and Slater [4]. Bailey [2] in 1936

gave two and three term relations connecting well-poised g<P7 series

with special forms of second and third parameters in the numerator.

Recently Sears [3] has given one such transformation connecting

three well-poised %$i of the above type which, as will be shown later,

is really equivalent to one of the transformations of Bailey. He has

also given general transformations connecting 8<P7 series without spe-

cial forms of the parameters. These have been later studied and

proved in other ways by Slater [4]. But a systematic study of these

transformations has not yet been made as was done by Whipple [5 ]

in the case of a well-poised 7F6. The relations connecting three 8$7

series have appeared to be rather isolated results, so far.

In this paper, following Whipple, I classify the e&7 series in dif-

ferent groups and study systematically the relations existing between

the 192 allied series that occur in the classification. The funda-

mental three term relation due to Bailey [2] has been employed to

obtain the various relations, of which some are believed to be new.

In the last two sections of this paper I have employed basic inte-

grals of the Barnes type1 to give extremely simple and elegant proofs

of the two term relations and the fundamental three term relation of

Bailey.

2. Notation. Following Bailey we write

Vaq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aq/e, aq/f, a2q2/bcdef~\
x(a; b, c, d, e,f)  = ]U

(2.1) Cq
ta, qa112, —qa112, b, c, d, e,f;

* ,       a2q2/bcdef\,
a1'2, —a112, aq/b, aq/c, aq/d, aq/e, aq/f J

where

nra'6'"'l   dénotes    ft  (1 " ^ " *°
Lc, <*,-•• J Ü  (1 - c?")(l - ¿?»)

Also,

Received by the editors November 17, 1952.
1 See for instance Watson, Trans. Cambridge Philos. Soc. vol. 21 (1909) pp. 281—

299, and Agarwal, On integral analogues of certain transformations of well-poised basic

hypergeometric series (under publication in Quart. J. Math. Oxford Ser. A).
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■C:::adenotes products of the type   JJ
(1 7o+n

„Vo  (1 - í»") ■ • •

and

«(a; ¿», c, d, e,f)

"1 + a — b, 1 + a — c, 1 + a — d, 1 + « — e, 1 + a — /;"ri + a - ¿», 1 + a -

Ll + a, i», c, d, e, f;

X8$7

■q., qi+-l*, -f*», qb, q', q", q', qf;

ç°'2, —q"12, q1+a-b, q1+a~e, q1+a~d,

çl+o-«) qX+a-f

r}2+2a-b—c—d—t-f

3. In this section I give in a tabular form the numerator param-

eters of the well-poised 8*7 of the type (2.1) that occur in different

relations in the following sections.

Parameters of the 192 Allied x-Functions

s—bcdef/atq

Name of

group
Numerator parameters

Convergence

indicator

|/|<1

No. of
permutations

of each form

<*(0)
a; b, c, d, e,f

bc/s; b, c, aq/de, aq/ef, aq/df
aq/bs ; q/s, aq/bc, aq/bd, aq/be, aq/bf

q/s

qa/bc

b

1
10
5

G,(D
[G„(2) etc. are

permutations]

b*/a; b, bc/a, bd/a, be/a, bf/a

qb/as; q/s, q/c, q/d, q/e, q/f
Vc/sa; b, bc/a, aq/de, aq/ef, aq/df

qb/sc; q/s, q/c, aq/cd, aq/ce, aq/cf

qb/cd; q/c, q/d, be/a, bf/a, aq/cd

q/s
b
q/c

bc/a

aq/ef

G,(0)
q/a; q/b, q/c, q/d, q/e, q/f
qs/bc; q/b, q/c, ef/a, df/a, de/a
bs/a; bc/a, bd/a, be/a, bf/a, s

bc/a

q/b

1
10
5

G„(l)
[G„(2) etc. are

permutations]

aq/b*; q/b, aq/bc, aq/bd, aq/be, aq/bf
as/b; s, c, d, e,f

asq/bH; q/b, aq/bc, ef/a,fd/a, de/a
sc/b; s, c, cd/a, ce/a, cf/a

cd/b; c, d, aq/be, aq/bf, cd/a

s

q/b
c

aq/bc

ef/a

The group Gn has been obtained from the respective group Gp by di-

viding q by the numerator parameters in order. It is to be understood
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that, in the expansions of Gp(0) and Gn(0), permutations of the letters

b to/are allowed. In the expansions of Gp(l) and C7n(l) permutations

of the letters c to/are allowed and so on. If b and c are permuted in

Gp(l), it becomes Gp(2) and so on for the rest of the groups.

In the above table the number of permutations of the forms Gp(0),

Gv(\), G„(0), and Gn(\) only are mentioned in the last column. The

number of permutations of each of the forms Gp(r) and Gn(r)

(r = 2, 3, 4, 5) is sixteen, so that there are 192 allied series in all.

4. Relations between two 8*7 series. The fundamental two term

relations of 8^7 series were given by Bailey [2], namely

(4.1) x{a\ b, c, d, e, f) = x{a2q/def; b, c, aq/de, aq/df, aq/ef),

x(a; b, c, d, e, f)
(4.2) **»'••'■"

= x{o^Q2/o2cdef; aq/bc, aq/bd, aq/be, aq/bf, a2q2/bcdef).

These two term relations express the equality between the sixteen

series Gp(0).

In (4.1) and (4.2) if we change a to q/a, b to q/b, and so on, we get

the equality between the sixteen series of the group G„(0).

Also replacing a by b2/a, c by be/a, d by bd/a, e by be/a, and / by

bf/a in (4.1) we get the equality between the first and the third series

of the group Gp(i). Similarly, by proper substitutions we can show

that all the sixteen series of each of the groups Gp(r) or G„(r)

(r = l, 2, 3, 4, 5) are equal among themselves.

5. Three term relations between the allied series. It can be easily

shown that there are (apart from mere interchange of parameters)

110 different representations of a given ^7 in terms of two other 8$7

series. Taking Gp(0) to be the standard series x(a'< °, c, d, e,f) there

are six typical transformations between three series, which we proceed

to deduce systematically. Two of these relations, namely, a relation

between Gp(0)', Gp(l), and Gn(2), and the relation between GP(0),

Gp(i), and Gp(2) were given by Bailey [2].

The fundamental three term relation of Bailey between three series

of the type Gp(0), G„(2), and Gp(l) is

II (aq/def, def/a, bd/a, be/a, bf/a, q/c) X xfai &. c, d, e, f)

= II (aq/b, °/a> aqhf, aq/df, aq/de, a2q2/bcdef)

X x(ef/c; e, f, aq/bc, aq/cd, ef/a)

+ (Jofa) IT (d, e, f, aq/bc, a2q/bdef, bdef/a2)

X x(b2/a; b, be/a, bd/a, be/a, bf/a).

The relation between three Gp's (Bailey [2, 4.6]) can be obtained
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by eliminating G„(2) from (5.1) and the similar relation between

G,iO), G„(2), and GPi3).
If we replace the G„(2) series by its equivalent series

xibdef/aq; s, b, d, e,f), we get

II iaq/def, def/a, bd/a, be/a, bf/a, q/c)X x(«; b, c, d, e, f)

= IT iai/b, b/a, «?/«/» ao/df> ff?A¿» a2q2/bcdef)

X xibdef/aq; s, b, d, e,f)

+ Q>/a)Ylid, e, f, aq/bc, a2q/bdef, bdef/a2)

X xib2/a; b, bc/a, bd/a, be/a, bf/a).

If we interchange c and f in (5.2) we get Sears' result [3; 10.2].

Now, interchanging c and e in (5.2) and then eliminating Gp(l)

from the resulting transformation and (5.2) we get, after interchang-

ing ¿» and e in the final result, the relation

cH ide/a, df/a, ef/a, b/c, qc/b, bcdef/a2, a2q/bcdef)

X xia;b, c, d, e,f)

(5.3) = IT iai/cf, aq/cd, aq/ce, b, a2q2/bcdef, a2q/bdef, bdef/a2)

X xicdef/aq; s, c, d, e,f)

— (the same expression with c and b interchanged).

This gives a relation between three series of the type 6>(0), G„(l),

and G„(2).

Now, eliminating G„(2) between (5.2) and (5.3) we get, after some

simplification,2

{Sidef/a, bd/a, be/a, bf/a, cdef/a2, c)

+ cSide/a, ef/a, df/a, bcdef/a2, b/c, b/a)}

X xia;b, c, d, e,f)

= ib/a) H iaq/bc, aq/bf, aq/bd, aq/be, c, d, e, f, a2q/bdef,

bdef/a2, a2q/cdef, cdef/a2)
(5.4)

X xib2/a; b, bc/a, bd/a, be/a, bf/a)

+ IT (ff?A«. aq/cd, aq/cf, aq/ed, aq/ef, aq/df, aq/b,

b/a, a2q/bdef, bdef/a2, a2q2/bcdef)

X xicdef/aq; S, c, d, e, /).

This gives a relation between three series of the type Gp(0), Gp(l),

and G„(l).

* S(a, b, c, • • • ) denotesU(a, q/a, b, q/b, c, q/c, • • ■ ).
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If in (5.4) we put b2/a=A, bc/a = C, bd/a = D, be/a = E, and bf/a
— F it is transformed into a relation between three series of the type

Gp(0), Gp(l), and G„(0), which can be used to get another relation be-

tween three series of the type C7,,(0), G„(l), and G„(0).

This completes the transformation theory of expressing

x(a; b, c, d, e, f) in terms of two other 8Í>7 series of the type given in

the table in §3. Similar remarks follow for relations between a given

series of any other group and two other 84>7 series.

6. Integrals representing two term relations. In a recent paper* I

have shown that

p2+2a—b—c—d—e—f

(6.1)

Y, g>+<"2, -ql+'l2, q\ Y q*, q», q';

,   Y2, -5a'2, ç1+°-°, ç1+°-e, q1+a-d,

ql+a-<>, ql+a~l

= sin ir(d-\-e-\-f~a— 1)

~d, e,f, 1+a, t+a-d-e, l+a-d-f, l+a — e-J,

l + o — b — c;

1, d+e+f—a, l + a—d—e—f, 1+a— b, 1+a—c,

l + a — d, 1+a—e, 1+a—/;_

rd+e+f-a+s, l+a-b+s, 1+a-c+s, 1+jf

Xp

liriJ c2iriJ c    Ld+i, e+s, /+s, 1 + a — b — c+s;

irq'ds
X

sin its sin 7r(l + a — d— e— /— s)

where C is a line parallel to JRl(ws)=0 (log q= — co), with loops, if

necessary, to ensure that the poles of cosec xs for which s — n and

those of cosec ir(i-\-a — d — e—f—s) for which s = n + i+a — d — e—f

(w = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) lie only to the right of this line.

Now, consider the integral

0(a, ß, y, S; p, o)

1    Ç    ri+i, P+s, a+s, l+a+ß+y+o-p-<r+sfl

(6.2) 2iriJc  la+s, ß+s, y+s, 5+s; J

Trg'ds

sin irs sin 7r(o-+p — a—ß—y—S — s)

Now, the left-hand side of (6.1) is symmetrical in b, c, d, e, and/.

Hence, interchanging/ and b and writing in the notation of (6.2) we

get the transformation

' Agarwal, loc. cit.
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(6.3) Xp

(6.4) Xp

sin rVb+d+e— a)
did, e,f, l+a-b-c; l+a-b, l+a-c)=-i--

sin irid+e+f— a)

b, l+a—b—d, l+a—b—e, l+a—c—f,

d+e+f-a, l+a—d—e—j

d+e+b—a, l+a—b—d—e,f, 1+a—e—f,

l+a—d—f, i+a—b—c;_

Xdid, e, b, l+a-c-f; \A-a-f, 1+a-c).

Also, interchanging d with c and e with ¿» in (6.1) and writing in the

above notation we get

sin 7r(i»+c+/— a)
did, e,f, l+a-b-c; l+a-b, l+a-c)=  . \J

sin Tid+e+j—a)

b, c, l+a-b-f, l+a-c-f, d+e+f-a,

l+a-d-e-f;

b+c+f—a, l+a—b—c—f, d, e, l+a—d—f,

l+a-e-f;.

X»(c, b,f, l+a-d-e; 1+a-c, l+a-d).

Putting d = a, e=ß,f = y, l+a — b — c = b, l+a — b=p, and l+a — c

=(T, i.e., c=p — S, b=ff—S, and a=p+o~ — S — 1, we get from (6.3) and

(6.4)

sin 7r(a+/3—p)
0(a, ß, y, Ô; p, a) =-- -—--

sin 7r(a-t-p-T-y+o—p —c)

~a — ô, p—a, o—y, p—ß, a+ß+y+8—p—o-+l,

p+0 — a—ß—y—S;

a+ß—p+l, p — a—ß, y, p+o—8—a—y,

ff+p—S—ß—y, S;_

X0(a, ß, a—5, a—y; a+p—i—y, a)

sin iriy—S)

sin ria+ß+y+S—p—a)

~o—8, p-S, p-y, o—y, a+ß+y+8-p-o-f-1,

P+o— a—ß—y—8;

y-8+l, 8-y, a, ß, p+ff-ß-y-8,

p+a — a—y—8;

Xdip-Ô, a-S, y, p+o—a-ß-8; p+a-a-8, p+<r-ß-8).

(6.5) Xp

(6.6) Xp
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If in (6.6) we put (a—a) for a, (ff—ß) tor ß, (er — S) for y, (ff—y) tor

5, o for p, and (2cr+p—a—ß—y — 5) for a, the right-hand integral

remains unchanged and hence we obtain the transformation

sin 7r((T—p)
0(a, ß, y,o;p, a)=—

(6.7)

XP

sin ir(a+ß-\-y+S—p—a)

o+p-a-ß-y-5, 1+a+ß+y+B-p-ff,

o—a, ff—ß, ff —y, ff—S, p—a, p—ß, p—y, p — S;

l+ff-p, p-ff, a, ß, y, 5, ff+p—a—ß—y,

_    ff+p—a—ß — ô, ff-\-p—ß—y—S, ff+p—a—y—5;.

X0(ff—a, o—ß, ff—y, ff—o; ff, 2a+p—a—ß—y—b).

The relations (6.5) and (6.7) give the integrals representing the

two term relations (4.1) and (4.2) respectively. We can employ (6.5),

(6.6), and (6.7) to give us relations connecting four Saalschützian

4$3. The relation obtained from (6.6) was given by Sears [3, 11.l].

7. Integral representing the fundamental three term relation (5.1).

We can write (6.1) in the form

u(a; b, c, d, e,f) = sin ir(d+e+f—a—l)

["1+a—b—c, 1+a—d—e, l+a—d—f, 1+a—e— /;"]

Ll, b, c, d+e+f—a, l+a—d—e—f; J

(7.1) J_ r   rd+e+f-a+s, l+a-b+s, 1+a-c+s, l+sfl

2iriJ c   Ld+s, e+s, f+s, 1 + a — b — c+s; J

X-
sin 7TJ sin 7r(l + a—d—e— f— s)

Hence, by analogy we have

u(2b—a; b, b-\-c—a, b+d—a, b+e—a, b+f—a)

= sin 7r(o+d+«+/-2a-l)

[1—c, 1+a—d—e, 1+a—e—f, l+a—d—f; ~\

1, b, b+c-a, b+d+e+f-2a, l+2a-b-d-e-f;J

1    T   rô+d+e+/-2a+î, í+b-a+s, í+b-c+s, í+sH

2iriJc  Lb+d—a+í, b+e—a+s, b+f—a-\-s, 1—c+s;      J

irq'ds
X-

sin irs sin x(l+2a—b—d—e—f— s)
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Putting s+b—a = t in (7.2), so that the products under the integral

sign in it become the same as in (7.1), and combining with (7.1),

we get after slight trigonometrical simplification that

TI, b, c, d+e+f-a, l+a-d-e-f;

Ll+a—b—c, l+a—d—e, l+a—e—f, l+a—d—f;A

(7.3)

ri, b, b+c-a, b+d+e+f-2a, l+2a-b-d-e-ff]
— qb-a9\

[_l — chl+a—d—e,l+a—e—f,l+a — d—f; J

Xw(2J — a; b, b+c—a, b+d—a, b+e—a, b+f—a)

= sin iria — b)

J_ Ç   Yl+s, d+e+f-a+s, l+a-b+s, l+a-c+sfl

2riJ c   Ld+s, e+s, f+s, l+a— b — c+s\ J

X
sin its sin 7r(6 — a—s)

Comparing the right-hand integral in (7.3) with (6.2) after making

in it the substitutions p = d+e+f—a, a = l+a—c, a = e, ß=f, y = l

+a — b — c, and 8 = d, we get from (6.1) the required transformation

(5.1).
It may be remarked that, as shown in §5, the relation (5.1) can be

used to find all the other relations between three series of the type

8*7 and so we can prove all the relations connecting three 8*7 by

means of simple transformations and manipulations of integrals of

the type (7.1).
I am grateful to Professor Bailey for suggesting this problem and

for his kind suggestions.
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